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Canonical symmetrization for unitary bases. I. Canonical 
Weyl bases* 
Chris W. Patterson and William G. Harter 
Instituto de Fisica, Departamento de Eletronica Quantica, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Caixa Postal 
1170 Campinas, S. P. Brazil 
(Received 24 September 1975) 
It is shown that the Weyl basis formed by the canonical symmetrization of an n-dimensional, p-rank 
tensor space with canonical projection operators of Sp is a Gel'fand basis of U( n). This basis may easily be 
generated using standard projection operator techniques. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that an n-dimensional, p-rank tensor 
space forms a reducible basis for both U(n), the unitary 
group of n dimensions, and Sp, the symmetric group 
of p objects. The irreducible bases of the symmetric 
group formed from this tensor space (the symmetrized 
bases) can be used to reduce the bases of U(n) and 
SU(n), the unimodular subgroup of U(n). The resultant 
irreducible bases of U(n) and SU(n) are called Weyl 
bases. Weyl generally avoided the explicit construction 
of these bases while using them to enumerate the bases 
of the irreducible representations (IR's) of U(n) and to 
determine the characters of these IR's. 1 
However, works by Biedenharn Baird Ciftan and 
2 6 ' , , 
Louck - have shown the need for an explicit construc-
tion of the irreducible bases of U(n) in order to find 
the matrix elements of the IR's of U(n) and the Clebsch-
Gordon coefficients associated with the direct products 
of these IR's. Up to now this has been accomplished 
using a boson basis developed by Schwinger7 for U(2) 
and extended to U(n) by Biedenharn and Louck. 8 For 
certain applications this basis is more complicated than 
necessary. For example, work is presently being done 
in atomic and molecular orbital theory using a unitary 
basis to describe complex atomic and molecular con-
figurations in a way that simplifies the evaluation of 
matrix elements of spin and orbital operators. 9-11 The 
explicit construction of a Weyl basis for U(n) using the 
symmetrization techniques described in this paper has 
been instrumental in this simplification. A number of 
tableau "tricks" have appeared which make the use of 
a Weyl basis much more elegant and convenient. Al-
ready, the theory of permutation operators acting on a 
canonical Weyl basis has led to tableau algorithms for 
directly relating Slater determinant states to those 
states having separate spin and orbital parts and definite 
total angular momentum. 12 We expect more applications 
will be found in the future. 
Attempts to construct a Weyl basis have been made in 
the past, notably by Littlewood. 13 Recent work has been 
done by Tompkins, 14 Sullivan, 15 and Lezuo. 16 Lezuo has 
succeeded in constructing a canonical Weyl basis for 
SU(2) and SU(3). His techniques have been simplified 
and extended in this work to yield a canonical Weyl basis 
for all U(n) and SU(n) as he himself had predicted. The 
success of the present method is a result of the choice 
of projection operators of Sp used to symmetrize the 
tensor space. Previous dependence upon Young sym-
1125 Journal of Mathematical Physics, Vol. 17, No.7, July 1976 
metrizers to project out bases, as outlined by Hammer-
mesh, 17 led to difficulties in the orthogonalization of 
the bases. These difficulties even created some doubt 
as to the possibility of ever constructing Weyl bases 
with projection operators. 18 The present choice of 
canonical projection operators of Sp not only makes 
orthogonality of the bases automatic, but also creates 
a canonical basis of U(n) or a Gel'fand basis. 
In Sec. I we review the relationship between the 
canonical irreducible bases of U (n) and Sp. In particu-
lar, we show that the canonical bases of U(n) are speci-
fied by the eigenvalues of the complete set of Gel'fand 
operators I; for r= 1, 2, . 0 .,1 and 1 = 1,2, ... ,n. Simi-
larly, the canonical bases of Sp are specified by the 
eigenyalues of the complete set of r-cycle class opera-
tors K~ for r= 1, 2, ... ,1 and 1 = 1,2, ... ,po 
In Sec. II we show that the Gel'fand invariant opera-
tors of U(n) may be expanded in terms of the r-cycle 
class operators. The canonically symmetrized tensor 
basis transforms like a canonical basis of Sp under two 
different mutually commuting permutation operators 
which we call the particle and state permutations. In 
Sec. III we canonically symmetrize our tensor basis 
with particle projection operators of Sp. When acting 
on this basis, we show that the Gel'fand operators may 
be expanded in terms of the state r-cycle class 
operators of Sp. Furthermore, our symmetrized basis 
is an eigenfunction of all these state r-cycle class 
operators. Thus, we form canonical Weyl bases of U(n) 
or Gel'fand bases from a canonically symmetrized 
tensor space. Since the canonical invariant operators 
of SU(n) depend on the invariant operators of U(n), we 
also form canonical bases of SU(n). 
In the following work (Paper II), we shall show that 
the boson basis is a generalization of the Weyl basis 
and, as a result, may be generated simply and 
straightforwardly using symmetrization operators. 
The boson basis is frequently called a "Weyl basis" 
even though it is constructed from a different tensor 
space than Weyl originally considered. Since we are 
constructing a basis from the same tensor space used 
by Weyl which may be used to generate a boson basis, 
we feel justified in adopting the name "Weyl basis." 
I. REVIEW 
A. Canonical irreducible bases of Sp 
The symmetric group Sp consists of all p! permuta-
Copyright © 1976 American Institute of Physics 1125 
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tions of p obj ects. The IR's of S~ are labeled by the 
partitions [u] = [U1U2 ••• up], 19 where Uj '" ul+l' U. > 0 and 
btl Uj = p. There are u. boxes in row i of the partition 
[u]. 
The matrix elements of the IR's of Sp can always be 
put in real form so that the IR's are orthogonal ma-
trices. The IR's of S~ obey the standard orthonormality 
and completeness relations of group theory: 
I(U) " (u) (u), _ 
-pI LJ Dij (q)Dij (q ) - o(o)(ef)' 
• i,j,(u) 
leu) 
-I ~ D\j)(q) DW(q) = Ow 0jj' o[u](u')' p. oES~ 
where leu) is the dimension of the IR [u] of Sp. 
(1. 1) 
(1.2) 
Permutations with the same cyclic structure belong 
to the same class of S~. For the Lth class consisting 
of 11 one-cycles, 12 two-cycles, ... , and l~ p-cycles 
where z:tl i(li)=P we write KL=Kl11212 ••. plp. Defining 
N L to be the order of the Lth class, we have20 
p! 
N L = 1111! 2122! ... plpp!· (1. 3) 
The character of KL is defined by 
xiu) = TrD(u)(q) (1. 4) 
for all qE K L • A special case of (1. 4) is 
X~~) =l[U) = TrD(u)(l). (1.5) 
A method of finding the dimension of IR [u] using hook-
lengths21 is shown in Fig. 1. 
The characters of S~ obey the standard orthonormality 
and completeness relations of group theory: 
1 ~ N X[u)X[u) - 5 p! [u) L L L' - LL', (1. 6) 
1 ~ N [u) [u') 5 p! L LXL XL = (u)[u')' (1. 7) 
We now define the projection operators of S~ by the 
relation: 
Then it follows that 
leu) 
(q) P~u)= _ 
.j p! 
l[u) " " 
LJ LJ D~~J(q-l)D~~)(q') (q'). PI i' efESp 
Using the orthogonality of the matrices, 
D~jJ(q-l) =D~~)(q), 
we have 
(q) p~~) = ~ Pf~J) Df~)(q)· 
'1 if' 
Similarly, 
p~u)(q) = ~ p[u) Dj[Uj } (q). IJ J' ') 





Furthermore, the projection operators are orthogonal 
as seen by using (1. 2) and (1. 10), 
= 5}k5(u)(v) plrJ• (1. 12) 
Now consider the following idempotent: 
(1. 13) 




p(u) = _ ~ ~ D[uJ(q) (q) 
p! i oEsp iI 
leu) 
- - ~ TrD(u)(q) (q), 
- p! oE S 
p 
leu) p(u) _ _ " x[u)K 
- p! 7: L L' (1.14) 
We may also expand the classes of S~ in terms of the 
idempotents. Using (1. 14) and (1. 6) we have 
or 
Dimension 
representation of Sp 
p! 
product of t1tut~' hooklengths 
FIG. 1. Dimension of an ill of Sp. The Robinson formula for 
the dimension [[ul of an ill of Sp labeled by a partition [u] is 
given above. A hook-length of a box in a partition is simply 
the number of boxes below it, to the right of it, and itself. The 
denominator in the dimension formula is the numerical pro-
duct of all the hook-lengths of the boxes. Examples for S4 are 
given below. 
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(1. 15) 
We can now show that the irreducible bases of 5p are 
eigenvectors of the classes of 5p • Let I ~u1) be an irre-
ducible basis of the IR [u] of 5p• By definition we have 
From (1. 13), (1. 2), and (1. 8) it follows that 
p[v1 I ~u1) = I jU1) li[u1[v1 • (1. 16) 
Operating on the irreducible basis with class KL and us-
ing (1. 15) and (1. 16), we have 
K I ~u1) = NLxlu1 I [u1> 
L. ----zrur- i , (1. 17) 
so the bases of the IR [ul of 5p are simultaneous eigen-
vectors of the class operators of 5p with eigenvalues 
(NLXiU1)/z[u1. 
The simultaneous eigenvalues of the class operators 
completely determine the IR's of Sp. If 
NLXiul NLXivl zrur- = ---yrvr 
for all L, then 
1 NLXiulXiul 1 NLXivlXivl 
p! It (Z[u1)2 = p! It (ltvl)2 
and from (1. 7) it follows that t ul = Z[vl. From our initial 
assumption we have that xlu1 = xl"l for all L. This is 
precisely the criteria for the two IR's [ul and [vl of 5p 
to be equivalent. However, since we only need to speci-
fy the prows u1' U2, .•• ,up to determine the IR [ul of 
Sp, not all of the class operators are independent. 
Kramer22 has shown that the eigenvalues of the r-cycle 
class operator, K .. =K1p-Tr1 for r= 2, 3, ..• , p, uniquely 
determine the IR's of 5p• Note that we need the p-1 
independent operators Kr and the condition, p = 1/.1 ui' 
to determine the p unknowns u1, u2, ••• ,up. For this 
reason we adjoin to the r-cycle class operators the 
operator Kl = p, and adopt the notation 
K: =Kr for r= 2,3, ... ,p, 
Kf=K1 =p. 
This notation makes explicit the fact that the eigenvalue 
p of Kf determines the group Sp to which the r-cycle 
class operators belong. 
A canonical irreducible basis of 5p is defined by 
means of the subgroup reduc tion 51' ~ 5p_1 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 51 such 
that an irreducible canonical basis of 5p is also an ir-
reducible basis for all subgroups in this reduction. Thus 
a canonical irreducible basis of Sp is an eigenvector of 
all sets of class operators of 5p , Sp..1' • , , ,51: 
Kt Kt.l 0 00 Kf 
Kt.jl •• , Kf-1 
The lth row of r-cycle class operators above complete-
1127 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 17, No.7, July 1976 
ly specifies an IR [ul
' 
of 5, so that a canonical irreduci-
ble basis I ~~l) of Sp may be represented by means of a 
succession of partitions: 
([~::: ; ::::}, 1) (1. 18) [ul1] 
where 'Zi~l uim = m for m = 1,2, .. "p, and [u)P = [ul. 
We call such a succession of partitions a standard pat-
tern of 5p• The fact that this pattern uniquely deter-
mines a canonical irreducible basis of Sp is inherent 
in the branching law of 5p which specifies further that2 3 
(1. 19) 
The standard pattern of Sp may be pictured by means 
of a standard tableau24 Tf~~ of 5p • The standard tableau 
T\~i is the partition [u] of 5p numbered with 1,2, ... ,p 
in the boxes such that the numbers increase to the right 
in the rows and down in the columns with no numbers 
repeated. There are Z[ul such standard tableaus of [ul. 
For example, when [ul = [210], then Z[ul = 2, and we have 
the two standard tableaus F and 13• For typographic 
convenience we have omitted the boxes surrounding the 
numbers in the standard tableaus. 
Let Tf~t be the standard tableau remaining after 
removing boxes with numbers m + 1, m + 2, ... ,p from 
T~~I and let [ul;:' be the corresponding partition remain-
ing. The rows uim of partition [ul;' obey conditions (1. 19) 
of the branching law of Sp so that we may associate the 
standard tableau Tf~i with the standard pattern f~1 of 5p• 
The standard tableau associated with a canonical ir-
reducible basis uniquely determines the reduction of 
the basis under all subgroups 51» 5p_1, ••• ,51 as illu-
strated in Fig. 2. 
We now give a prescription for finding the semi-
normal canonical projection operators O;~l of Sp de-
fined such that 
(1. 20) 
where C~~l is some positive constant and p~~l is a 
canonical projection operator constructed from a canon-
ical IR of 51>' 25 We will show later that the O~~l can 
proj ect out a canonical irreducible basis of 5p • Let 
Ti~I=O"rsTi~1 where O"rs permutes the numbers in the 
standard tableau Tf~l of 5p• For example, 
FIG. 2. Canonical reduction for Sp. The m [210J of S3 reduces 
to the m's [20J and [l1J of S2 as shown. As a representation of 
S2 or SI it is diagonal. Each basis of [210J corresponds to a 
diagonal component with a unique genealogy traced by the stan-
dard patterns or standard tableaus shown on the right. 
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F=(23)P· 
Now let P;' be the symmetrization operator of the num-
bers in the rows of T~~im and N'; be the antisymmetriza-
tion operator of the numbers in the columns of T~~r . 
In the example above we have 
pi, =S12 = (1) + (12), 
3 
Nr2 =A12 = (1) - (13). 
3 





where O[uJ = (1). It is interesting to note that we obtain 
the same O~~) if we define E~s=N:ursP:, Continuing with 
our example, we have Ei2 12 = S12' Ei313 =A12 , and 
Er213=S12(23)A12 so that 3 3 2 2 
3 2 
OBW = S12 S 12 (23)A 1012 
3 2 
= 4S12 (23)A12 
= 4«1) + (12»(23)(1) - (12» 
= 4«23) - (13) + (132) - (123». 
Let [ill be the partition conjugate to [u] formed by ex-
changing rows and columns of [u]. Similarly, Ti~i is 
the conjugate standard tableau formed by exchanging 
rows and columns of Ti~i. For example, 
r--.' 
123 _ 14 
4 -2' 
3 
Also let Eq be 1 or - 1 if permutation (q) is an even or 
odd product of bicycles respectively. We see that 
Eo = Eo __ and that oW may be found from O~~J simply 
rs TS by exchanging symmetrization and anti symmetrization 
operators (A -S). It follows that the coefficient of (q) 
in oW is simply the coefficient of (q) in O~~) multiplied 
by the factor EqEO • From (1. 20) and the definition of 
the projection op~rators (1. 8), we have the relation 
(1. 23) 
for the canonical IR's of Sp, 
B. Canonical irreducible bases of U(n) and SU(n) 
The unitary group U (n) consists of the set of all n-
dimensional unitary matrices. The unimodular unitary 
group SU(n) is the set of all n-dimensional unitary 
matrices with unimodular determinant (determinant 
equals one) and is a subgroup of U(n). The set U(n) and 
SU(n) form an IR of themselves which is called the self 
or fundamental representation. 
The generators Eli for i, j = 1,2, ... ,n of U(n) obey 
the commutation relation26 
[Eli' E kl ] = EilO jk - EkiOif< 
where 
1128 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 17, No.7, July 1976 
(1. 24) 
(1. 25) 
The generators Eli of SU(n) will obey the unimodular 
condition 
TrE1i=0, 
if we let 
(1. 26) 
EL = Eli for i* j, (1. 27) 
1 
H;=Eii=.;wm (El1+E22+"'+Eii-iEI+1i+1) 
for i = 1,2, ... ,n-1. 
The IR's of U(n) and SU(n) are labeled by partitions 
[M] with the number of rows no greater than n:27 
[M] = [mln m2n" • m n.]. 
One of the first problems is to find a complete and in-
dependent set of mutually commuting Hermitian invari-
ant operators constructed from the generators Eij or 
EL which uniquely specify the IR of U (n) or SU (n) re-
spectively. By invariant operators we mean that the 
operators commute with all the generators of the group. 
Such a set of invariant operators has been found by 
Gel'fand28 for U (n): 
(1. 28) 
n fork=2,3, ... ,n, 
It"=:0 Ei · 11 1'1' 
From (1. 25) it follows that the I; are Hermitian and 
from the commutation relations (1. 24) it is straight-
forward to show that 
(1. 29) 
for k = 1, 2, ... ,n. Thus the operators Ikn are invariant 
and mutually commuting. It can also be shown that the 
operators I kn are independent and complete, i. e., the 
eigenvalues of these operators uniquely specify the IR 
[M] of U(n) and the eigenvectors of these operators form 
an orthogonal irreducible basis of [M]. Note that n 
operators are necessary to specify the n rows of 
partition [M]. 
For SU(n) the dependence of the invariant operators 
I~" for k = 2, 3, ... ,n upon the generators EL is more 
complicated. Such a set of mutually commuting 
Hermitian invariant operators has been found by Popov 
and Perelomoy29: 
['" = :0 (k) - ~ I" 1" = n. k (1") k-r 
k r=O r n r' 0 
(1. 30) 
This is one way to prove that an irreducible basis of 
U(n) is also an irreducible basis of SU(n). Hence, the 
bases of U(n) and SU(n) may be simultaneously specified 
by the same partition as we have indicated. There are 
only n - 1 operators needed to specify the partition [.'11], 
because for SU(n) we have the equivalence of IR's30: 
(1. 31) 
or 
[M] = [M'] 
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representation of U em) 
product of Integers 
In- • 0 
product of , hooklengths 
FIG. 3. Dimension of an IR of U(m). The Robinson formula for 
the dimension f 1M J of an IR of U (m) labeled by a partition [M] 
is given above. Examples for U (2) and U (3) are given below. 
One may remove all the columns with n boxes from the 
partition and obtain the same IR of SU(n). 
A canonical irreducible basis of U (n) is defined by 
means of the subgroup reduction U(n) ::JU(n -l)::J" 0 
::J U(l) such that an irreducible canonical basis of U(n) 
is also an irreducible basis for all subgroups in this 
reduction. ThUS, a canonical irreducible basis of U(n) 
is an eigenvector of all the sets of invariant operators 
(0 ) (b) 
• 
• 
1129 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 17, No.7, July 1976 
of U(n), U(n - 1), ..• , U(l): 
Inn Inn_1 0 0 0 It" 
I:.-l· .. It-1 
The lthrow uniquely specifies an IR of U(Z) so that a 
canonical irreducible basis I~~l) of U(n) may be repre-
sented by means of a succession of n~rtiti()n" 
[min Yl12n •• °ln nn ] 
(
m1n_1 ••• n1n_1 n_1]) [Ml_ , , 
(m)- • " • 
'[ml1f 
(L 32) 
The pattern above is called a Gel'fand pattern31 or a 
standard pattern of U(n). The fact that this pattern 
uniquely determines a canonical irreducible basis of 
U(n) is inherent in the Weyl branching law32 which 
specifies further that 
(1. 33) 
There are jEMl such patterns, where j[Ml is the dimen-
sion of the IR [M] of U(n). A method of finding the 
dimensionjEM] using hook-lengths is shown in Fig. 3. 
If we let .\1 = PI - Pf -1 where PI = L:t1 mil, then (.\) 
= (.\1 ~ • , '.\n) is called the weight of the standard 
pattern ~~l. 
The standard pattern of U (n) may be pictured by 
means of a standard tableau T~~l of U(n). The standard 
tableau T~~l is the partition [M] of U(n) numbered with 
1,2, ... ,n in the boxes such that the numbers are non-
decreasing to the right in the rows and are increasing 
down in the columns. There may be repeated numbers 
in the rows but not in the columns. When there are no 
repeated numbers in the rows of T~~~ of U(n) it will be 
equivalent to some T~~l of Sn. There are j[Ml standard 
tableaus of U(n) corresponding to IR [M]. For example, 
when [M]=[210], j[Ml=8, and we have the eight 
• 
FIG. 4. Labeling for a canon-
ical unitary basis. (a) Stan-
dard or Gel'fand pattern of 
U (n). The lth row of integers 
[mllm21 0 0 0111 111 specifies to 
which m of U (Z) the basis be-
longs. The (1- l)th row 
specifies to which IR of 
U (l -1) the m of U (Z) re-
duces. In this way each basis 
of U (n) has a unique genealogy 
chain and labeling. (b) Stan-
dard tableau of U (n). The 
standard pattern of U (n) may 
be pictured by means of a 
standard tableau. (When la-
beled algebraically, it is just 
an upside down standard 
pattern. ) 
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[210] 
standard tableaus! 1, !2, p, !2, ~2, !3, p, and ~3. 
Let the ~tandard tableau T~~i contain Al numbers Z 
and let [M]m l be the partition remaining after removing 
boxes with the number Z + 1, Z + 2, ... , n from T~~i. We 
see that the rows mil of the partition [:vI]~1 must obey 
conditions (1. 33) of the branching law of U(n) so that we 
may associate the standard tableau T~~i with the 
standard pattern ~~; as shown in Fig. 4. The standard 
tableau associated with a canonical irreducible basis 
uniquely determines the reduction of the basis under all 
subgroups U(n), U(n - 1), ... , U(1) as illustrated in 
Fig. 5. 
It is impossible to completely specify an irreducible 
representation of SU(n) by means of the subgroup re-
duction SU(n) ~ SU(n -1) ~'O < ~ SU(1) as one might ex-
pect. 33 Instead one uses the canonical reduction 
SU(n) ~ U
n
_1(1) xSU(n - 1) ~ Un_2(1) X SU(n - 2) ~ 00 0 ~ U2(1) 
x SU(2) ~ U1(1), where the generator for U /(l) is HI' 
Note that HI commutes with all generators Eij of SU(Z) 
as required for the direct product U I (1) x SU(Z). HI is 
also the only invariant operator of Ii 1(1), so the com-
plete set of invariant operators for U /(l)xSU(l) is HI 
and I~I for !? = 2, 3, ... ,Z. A canonical irreducible basis 
of SU(n) is then an eigenvector of all the sets of in-
variant operators: 
I~n I~~l ••• Ifn 0 
I~~11 •• '12"-1 Hn_1 
Because of the relations (1. 27) and (1. 30), a canonical 
irreducible basis of SU(n) is specified by the simultane-
ous eigenvalues of the invariant operators of U (n) with-
in the equivalence 
I[Ml) -1[M'l) <m) - <m) • 
II. U(n) INVARIANT OPERATORS AND Sp 
CLASS OPERATORS 
A. Unitary invariant operators 
(1.34) 
If I(h!> h2' •.• ,hn) is any symmetric polynomial func-
1130 J. Math. Phys .• Vol. 17. No.7. July 1976 
FIG. c,. Canonical reduction 
for L(n). The m [210] of l'(:l) 
reduces to the IR's [21], [20], 
[111, and [J 0 I of II (2) as 
shown. As a representation 
of U (1) it is diagonal. Each 
basis of [210] corresponds to 
a diagonal component with a 
unique genealogy traced 1))" 
the standard patterns or 
standard tableaus shown on 
the right. 
tion of its arguments (h) = (hi' hz, ... , hn), and (jJ)(lz) 
= (hp), where (p)E Sn, then from the definition of a 
symmetric function we have 
(2.1) 
It has been shown by Perelomov and POpOV34 that the 
eigenvalues of the invariant operators of U(n), (1:>, 
for l? = 1, 2, ... ,n, are symmetric f?th degree polynomi-
als of the partial hooks, 
hi =Ui +n - i (2.2) 
for i=l, 2, ... ,11, where [u]=lU1uZ" .un] is any IR of 
U(n). Furthermore, the only lzth degree terms of the (Il) 
in ukn) are 
(2.3) 
The 5k for f? = 1, 2, ... ,n are the Pythagorian sym-
metric functions: From the fundamental theorem of 
symmetric functions35 any symmetric hth degree poly-
nomial function of (h) for k '" n is expressible as a poly-
nomial function of the 51,52, ... ,5k of kth degree in (h). 
A symmetric flth degree polynomial function of (11) for 
k:> n is expressible as a polynomial function of only the 
51,52, ••• , 5n of nth degree in (h). Clearly, from the 
above we have 
(2.4) 
for k = 1, 2, ... ,n, where F kn_1 is a polynomial of the 
51> 52, ..• ,5k _1 of degree k - 1 in (h) and Fa is a constant. 
We can now prove that the invariant operators of 
U(n) are independent and complete, and therefore 
uniquely specify the IR [u] of U(n). To prove the inde-
pendence of the 1: for l? = 1,2, ... ,n we show that the 
Jacobian, 
is nonvanishing. 36 From (2. 4) we have 
J«m) =J(5~), 
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= 11! 
h'1-1 h';-2 o. '1 
hz-1 hr2 ., 0 1 
lz~-l h~-z, 0 0 1 
=11! D(lzl,h2, ••• ,hn ), 
where 
n 
D(hj>h2,···,hn)= n (hi-h j ) 
(2.6) 
is the Vandermonde determinant. Now hi *- h j for any 
i *- j since ui - i *- uj - j for any partition [u]. So J«(I;») 
is nonvanishing and the operators I; for k = 1,2, ... ,11 
are independent. 
To prove completeness, 37 we must show that 
(2.7) 
for i = 1, 2, ... ,11. Then any invariant operator r where 
(In) =I"(h1, hz, ••• , hn) may be expressed in terms of 
It, Iz", ... , I;: using (2. 7). This is equivalent to showing 
that the n independent equations, 
(2.8) 
for k = 1,2, ... ,11 have only one solution (h) which corre-
sponds to a partition. 
Let (lz) be such a solution of (2.8) corresponding to 
partition [u]. Then (h p) is also a solution of (2.8) since 
the I kn (h 1, h 2, ••• , hn) are symmetric functions of (h). 
Also, sinc e hi *- h j for i *- j we have n! distinct solutions 
(hp) for all P E 5n• But this is the maximum number of 
distinct solutions allowed from the n equations of (2.8) 




So the (h p) give us all possible solutions of (2.8). 
Now define [U,] < [u] if the first nonzero difference 
u, - u: for i = 1,2, ... , n is positive. If [u] is a partition 
then (p)[u] ~ [u]. Let Ri =n - i and (R) = (R1, R 2, ••• , Rn) 
so that (h) = [u] + (R). We note that (p)(R) < (R) and 
- (R) < - (p-1)(R) for (p) *- (1). Now let [up] = (hp) - (R) be 
the partition corresponding to the solution (hp) of (2.8). 
Then for (p) *- (1) 
[up] = (p)[u] + (p)(R) - (R) 
(2.9) 
So [up] cannot be a partition unless (p) = (1). We have 
only one solution (h) which corresponds to a partition. 
B. Permutation class operators 
For a number of applications in theoretical spec-
troscopy38 it is convenient to recast some of the unitary 
operator formalism in terms of r-cycle permutation 
operators. In particular, we will show that the invariant 
operator eigenvalues of U(n) and SU(n) can be expressed 
in terms of the r-cycle class operator eigenvalues 
given in (1. 17). This is convenient because the eigen-
values of the KT are easily evaluated in terms of a 
hook-length formula given in Appendix A. 
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Let us consider the eigenvalues of the KT of 5p in 
more detail. If we restrict our attention to partitions 
[u] = [Ut Uz ••• un] with n rows, it has been shown by 
Yamanouchi that39 
[ul _ ( _ )' t D(h1, h2, ••• , hi - r, ... , hn) 
Xr - P r. 1:1 h1!h2! "'(hj-r)! ooohn! ' (2. 10) 
for r = 0,2,3, ... , n, where the sum is over all indices 
such that there are no negative factorials. From (2. 10) 
it follows that for r = 0, 
[ul _Z[ul = pI D(J J I ) 
XjP - J" J' It, 1" .•. , In , I II •• 'I 1· '2· n· 
(2.11) 
and from (1. 3) and (1. 17) that 
(K)=.! t hi !D(h1,hz,··· ,hi - r, ... ,hn) 
T r ;=1 (hi - r)! D(h1,h2, •• " ,hn) 
(2.12) 
for r=2, 3, ... ,11. 
It can now be seen that the eigenvalues of the opera-
tors Kr are symmetric rth degree polynomials of the 
partial hooks (h). Thus (Kr ) for r = 2, 3, ... , n is a 
polynomial function of the Pythagorian symmetric func-
tions 51,52, ••• , 5r when Kr acts on an irreducible bases 
of [u] with n rows. 
We would like to find the class operators which are 
complete and independent when acting on such a basis. 
For this purpose we adjoin to the r-cycle class opera-
tors the invariant operator It of U(n), where 
(It) = t Ui=Pn=P 
1:1 
and adopt the notation: 
K;n=Kr for r=2,3, ... ,1l, 
K Pn - In 1 - l' 
(2.13) 
This notation makes explicit the fact that the eigen-
value 1)n of It determines the group 5p to which the r-
cycle class operators belong. n 
We may expand the (K;n) in terms of polynomials of 
5r of rth degree in (h): 
(2.14) 
where we sum over those (v) = (V1, vz, ••• , vk) such that 
L:t1 i(v,)=l? We know that 
p n 
(K1 n) = 6 Ui = 51 + n(n - 1)/2. (2.15) w 
We wish to prove that 
(K;n) = (l/r) 5r +/T"..l (51,52, ••• ,5r_1), (2.16) 
for r= 2,3, ... , n, where/:_1 is a polynomial of the 
51,52, ••• , 5r _1 of degree r - 1 in (h). This is equivalent 
to proving that the only rth degree terms of the (h) in 
(K;n) are (l/r) 5r. We follow closely the procedure of 
Hammermesh. 4o 
From (2.12) and (2.14) we have 
~ h·! ( fj (hi ~ r)! D h1 , h2, ••• , hi - r, ... , hn ) 
=D(hj ,h2 , ... ,hn) 6 akV)(5?5~z·"5~k). 
k, tv) 
(2.17) 
To find the a~ v), we equate coefficients of like mono-
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mials of (h) on both sides of Eq. (2. 17). Consider only 
terms in which the power of hl is '" n and in which the 
power of all other hi is ;-. n - r. Then 
(h l - r)"-l (h l - r)"-2 (h l - r)"-r 
hl ! hi
l h2-2 h2-r 
(h l - r)! 1 h"-r-l ••• 11 1 T+1 n-1 
h;-l J "-2 Zr h;-r 
h'rl h'i-2 lz'{-r 
h2-1 lzr2 112-r 




r h n- r r 
where Ih;:rl ••• hn_ l l is the determinant left after re-
moving the first r rows and columns from 
D(h l , h2 , ••• , hn). Equating the coefficients of the mono-
mials of highest degree on both sides, we find 
a(v) _ \1 when (v) = (00 00001), (2.18) 
r -,,0 when (v)*(OO,o·Ol). 
The remaining terms of (K;n) must be symmetric poly-
nomials of (lz) of degree less than r, thus proving 
(2.16). 
We may prove, as we did for the invariant operators 
I; of D(n), that the r-cycle class operators are complete 
and independent when operating on irreducible bases 
of [u] with n rows. The operator Kin uniquely specifies 
the permutation group Sp to which the r-cycle class 
operators belong. The remaining Kfn for r = 2,3, •.. , n 
then uniquely specify the partition [u] of Sp with n rows. 
n 
As a corollary to the above, let [u] be any partition 
with p boxes so that it labels an IR of Sp. Since such a 
partition can not have over p rows it must be specified 
by the operators Kf for r = 1,2, ... , p, where Kf = p. 
This proves the results of Kramer given in Sec. I. 
We have assumed that the IR [u] of D(n) has n rows. 
Now let the IR [u] of D(n) have only I? rows, that is, we 
assume u""l =Uk+2 = 0, 0 =U n = O. Then U;) and (K:n) may 
be expanded as a polynomial function of the 51,52, ••• , 5k 
of Nh degree in (11) = (h l , h2 , ••• , h k) when k "" r. Obvious-
ly, in this case not all of the operators I; for 
r= 1,2, . 0', nor K;n for r= 1, 2, ... , n are independent, 
but we may easily choose an independent set by letting 
r= 1,2, " ., fe. However, we must use an over complete 
set of operators to specify the IR lu) since we have no 
way of determining beforehand how many rows are con-
tained in [u L D nfortunately, for r> k it is possible that 
Pn < Y, in which case K:n is not defined. We may remedy 
this situation and use the set of operators K;n for 
r=l, 2, ... ,n to specify any [u] if we stipuate that 
K:n = 0, when Pn < r. (2. 19) 
We have shown that the IR's of D(l) may be specified 
by either the operators If or K;I for r= 1, 2, ... , l. 
Since both sets of operators are complete and indepen-
dent, we may expand one set in terms of the other. 41,42 
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It follows that since the Gel'fand operators I; are mu-
tually commuting invariant Hermitian operators of D(n) 
forr=I,2, ... ,l, andl=I,2, ... ,n, so are the 
operators: 
K Pn KPn •• 0 KPn n n-1 1 
K::,.-l ••• Kin-t 
• p' 
K11 
where K:I = 0 for PI < r. 
Thus the set of eigenvalues of the r-cycle class 
operators above completely specify a canonical or 
Gel'fand basis of D(n). Also, because of the relation 
(10 30), such a set of eigenvalues will also specify the 
canonical basis of SD(n). 
III. CANONICAL WEYL BASES 
Let I <PI> be the ith state of the lth particle which is 
taken as the ith fundamental basis of D(n) or SD(n). 
These bases are assumed to be orthogonal, 
(<pI 1 <Pr> = Dii' D
"
, • (3.1) 
The single particle generators di of the fundamental 
representation of D (n) operate on the m th particle state 
such that 
(3.2) 
Hence, the eL obey the commutation relations 
[elj, e~l) = Dmn(eil Dik - e::J Di I), (3.3) 
as required. 
The pth direct product of the fundamental bases, 
1 <p( 0):= 1 clJ1
1
) 1 ¢72) ... I <P~p) = I clJ11 ¢~2 " 0 <Pfp)' 
for i l , i2 , ••• , ip = 1, 2, ... , n is an n-dimensional, p-rank 






These generators obey the required commutation rela-
tions (1. 24). The tensor space also forms an ortho-
normal basis, 
(rh(·)lrh(.»=D . . D .. o··D . . =D(.)(.). 
,+" '+' J 'lJl '2J2 'pJp 'J (3.5) 
We may define two commuting groups of permutation 
operators [q] and (q) which act on our tensor space. A 
permutation [q] acts on the state labels associated with 
each particle and transfers them to other particles. 
Thus the particle permutation [123J means transfer the 
state label of particle 1 to particle 2, transfer the state 
label of particle 2 to particle 3, and transfer the state 
label of particle 3 to particle 1. For example, 
[123] I <pl1 ¢~3 <PJ2) = I <Pt2 ¢~1 <P~3)' 
A permutation (q) acts on the state labels themselves 
and transfers them to other state labels. Thus the state 
permutation (123) means transfer state label i1 to i 2, 
transfer state label i2 to i 3, and transfer state label 
i3 to i l • For example, 
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Because of the different multiplicative properties of 
[q] and (q) their irreducible matrix representations are 
different and obey the relation 
D~j1(q) =D~f1[q]. (3.6) 
We also note that 
(3.7) 
When operating on the tensor space, the generators 
Eij do not affect the ordering of the subscripts so that 
the E lj commute with all [q] and (q), i. e. , 
EiAq] = [q] E l }, (3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
We now reduce the tensor space under permutations 
of Sp. Let [p;~l] operate with particle permutations and 
(P;~J) operate with state permutations. From (1. 10) 
we have that the projected basis [p~~l] I cp(i) transforms 
like an irreducible basis I ;u1) of Sp under particle 
permutations [q], 
[q][p;~l] I CPw)=6 [p;~]] I cp(i»D~~T1[q]. (3.9) 
T' 
Also from (3.6), (1.11), and (3.7) we have 
(q)[p;~l] I cp(i) = [p;~l](q) I cp(i) 
= [p;~l ][q] I cp(i» 
= 6 [p;~n I cp( i» D~J [q ] 
s' 
(3.10) 
Thus [p;~l] I cp(i» transforms like an irreducible basis 
l~u1) of Sp under state permutations (q). We see that the 
particle projection operator reduces the tensor space 
under both particle and state permutations. Also from 
(3.6) and (3.7) we have 
[p;~l] I cp(i)= (p~~l) I cp(i). 
One may use either particle or state projection opera-
tors to reduce the space. We choose to use particle 
projection operators and from now on we assume the 




The different irreducible bases I ~'!!) of Sp for a fixed 
s and (i) are orthogonal. To show this, we first note 
that the particle permutations are unitary operators on 
the tensor space: 
([q] I cp( i»)t I cp(J» = (¢(l) I [q-1] I CP(j), 
or 
[q]t = [q-1], 
Using (3.12), (1. 8), and (1. 9) we have 
[p~;l]t = [p~~l]. 
From the above equation it follows that 
(;'!! I~~;,) =(cp(i) Ip;;ltP~!'~~1 CP(i'j) 
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(3. 12) 
(3.13) 
== (cp(i) Ip~~lp;~:l, I ¢(i'j) 
== 0[u][111 0TT'(¢(i) Ip~;} I CP(i'j)' (3.14) 
The number of times the IR [u] of Sp is contained in 
the tensor space is the number of independent bases 
I ~'!!) for a given [u] and r. This will be shown to be 
equal to j[u1. 
The particle projection operator also reduces the 
tensor space under transformations of the generators 
Eij of U(n). We have 
[q] Eij I ~'!!) = Eij[q] I ~uT1) 
so that bases with fixed r transform among themselves 
under all E lj of U(n) and form a representation of U(n). 
The dimension of this representation of U(n) for a given 
r and [u] is the number of independent bases, f [u1. The 
number of such representations contained in the tensor 
space is the number of independent bases I ~u,:) for a 
given [u], s, and (i). But this is just the dimension of 
the IR [u] of Sp, or Z[u1. 
To complete the reduction of Sp and U(n) on the tensor 
space using particle projection operators one can deter-
mine the j[u1 independent bases for fixed [u] and rand 
then orthonormalize these using the standard Graham-
Schmidt procedures. An alternate method, which we 
shall adopt, is to simultaneously diagonalize the mutual-
ly commuting Hermitian invariant operators of U(n), 
K Pn KPn •• 'KPn 
n n-1 1 
K Pn-1 ••• K Pn-1 n-1 1 
o. po 
K11 
where K;l == 0 when PI < r, in our bases I ~uT1). The eigen-
values of the operators must uniquely specify the canon-
ical irreducible basis of U(n) to which the eigenvectors 
correspond. Hence, bases with the same set of eigen-
values must be equal within a normalization factor. Be-
cause of the Hermitian properties of the invariant 
operators, bases with different sets of eigenvalues must 
be orthogonal and correspond to different canonical ir-
reducible bases of U(n). 
An irreducible basis constructed in this manner is a 
Weyl basis of U(n). Because of our choice of operators 
the Weyl basis will also be a canonical or Gel'fand basis 
of U(n). 
We can reduce our work by eliminating the bases 
which are obviously not independent. Denote by I ¢J 
any tensor with state labels consisting of A1 ones, A2 
twos, ... , and An n's in the subscripts. Using (3.10) in 
the following form: 
p;~l[q] I cp~) =6 P;;: I cpJD~~}[q], 
s' 
we may let I cp~) have any order in the individual parti-
cle states and still obtain the same independent bases. 
For this reason we may choose the ordering below, 
I cp~) = I cplcp~ ••• cp~1cp~1+1 ••• cp~2 ••• cp:n_1+1 ••• cp:n), 
(3.15) 
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where 2: r =1 XI = PT , and Pn = p, without losing generality. 
We now define 
l
[ul)=p[ullA. ) 
sr '"s ~')., (3.16) 
and note that 
E I [ul) - X I [ul) ii ST - i S7 • (3.17) 
The weight of the basis I ~~) is (X) = (X1X2 ••• Xn). The 
bases I~UTl) are already eigenvectors of the invariant 
operators K:T for r= 1,2, ... , n, where 
K PT I [ul) =P I [ul) 1 ST T 5r , (3.18) 
so bases with different weights must be orthogonaL 
This is also obvious from (3.5). 
The question now arises as to which permutation 
convention to use for the class operators K;' when 
operating on the tensor space bases. Because the state 
operators (q) and the generators E lj obey the same 
commutation relations with respect to the particle 
projection operators, we use the state classes (K;'). 
Hence, the invariant operators n are expanded in terms 
of state class operators (K;') for r= 1,2, ... ,k when act-
in?, on the tensor space. From now on we assume the 
KT' are state class operators unless otherwise denoted. 
Since the I: act only on states with state numbers 
1,2, ... ,I, the K;' must act only on state labels with 
state numbers 1,2, ... , I. We define 5 (p ) to be the sub-
group of Sp corresponding to permutatiohs of the state 
labels of our tensor bases with state numbers 1,2, . 0 0 ,I 
so that K;' C SIP ). For example, if i1i2i3i4i5 = 13243, 
then S(P3) = 5(4) is the group of permutations of i1, i2, i3, 
and i 5• Note that 5(4) differs from 54 where the latter 
is the group of permutations of the first four state 
labels i1, i 2, i 3, and i4 • 
We may now show directly that the class operators 
K;' for 1 = 1,2" ,., nand r= 1,2, .. 0, 1 are mutually 
commuting invariant Hermitian operators of U(n), We 
have 
(3. 19) 
since a class of a group commutes with all elements 
of that group and one of the groups SIP ) or SIP ) is a 
subgroup of the other. From (3. 8b) it follows that the 
r-cycle class operators are invariant operators of 
U(n): 
(3.20) 
If a class contains the element (q) it also contains (q)-t. 
If (K;')-t is the inverse of all the permutation terms in 
(K;'l, then 
(K;')t = (K:r)-t = (K;!) , (3.21) 
i. e., the r-cycle class operators are Hermitian. 
The bases I ~u:) are already eigenvectors of the 
operators Kf' for I = 1, 2, ... ,n with eigenvalues Pro As 
stated before, it is just these eigenvalues that deter-
mine which canonical scheme of r-cycle class operators 
to use, i. e., which subgroup SIP ) of Sp the r-cycle 
class operators act on. I 
We now prove that the projected tensor bases I ;~) 
are eigenvectors of K:n for k = 1,2, ... ,n. From (3,10) 
we have that l~u:) transforms like an irreducible basis 
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I;Ul) under permutations (q) of Sp. Then from (1. 17) we 
have Pn [ul KPnl[ul)=~ I[ul) (3.22) 
k 5T ~ 5T 
for k = 2,3, . , . ,n where N:n is the order of the class 
K:n. This proves that the independent bases I ~~) for 
fixed r form an irreducible basis of U(n) corresponding 
to partition [u 1 if complete. 
We now let the projection operators p;~l be expanded 
in terms of the canonical IR of Sp. These p;~l will then 
be proportional to the semi-normal projection operators 
O;~l. In this case we have from (3.10) that l;u:) trans-
forms like the canonical irreducible basis I i~l) asso-
ciated with the standard tableau T~~? under permutations 
(q) of Sp. 
The basis I ~~) therefore tra,nsforms like a canonical 
irreducible basis 1~~~PI) of [Ul~1 under permutations 
(q) of Sp. For K;l to be a class operator of the sub-
I 
group Sp in the canonical reduction of the basis I i~l>, 
it is nec~ssary that the subgroup S(PI) of K:' correspond 
to permutations of the first P, state labels. Since K;' 
p 
permutes the state numbers 1,2, ... , I, for KT I to be a 
class of Sp, in this canonical reduction these state num-
bers must be in the first state labels it, i2, •• • , ip, ' This 
is the reason for our particular choice of I ¢~) with 
definite order such that it "" i2 "" ••• "" ip• From the above 
conSiderations, we have 
P, [ul~l 
K P, I [ul) = Nk '1 I [ul) (3. 23) 
k ST l[us' ST 
for I = 1,2, ... ,n and k = 1, 2, ... ,I. Thus the canonical-
ly projected Weyl basis l;~l) transforms like an irredu-
cible basis of [Ul~l under U(l). From (1. 32) we see that 
if I ~~~) is a canonical irreducible basis of U(n), then 
I ;~) = I ~~l> when 
[Ul~1 = [inti m21 '" mill 
for I = 1, 2, ... ,n - 1, 
[ul~n = [ul = [Ml. (3.24) 
Both (s) and weight (X) = (Xt X2 " 'Xn) where 2: l.t Xi = P, 
uniquely specify (m) for a given [ul=[Ml. 
We define a tableau of U(n), T~~?¢~, to be a partition 
[u 1 with state label iT in the box containing r of standard 
tableau Ti~l. For example, 
E4¢1¢~¢~¢~¢~ = g3. 
Then [ul:
' 
is simply the partition remaining after re-
moving state numbers I + 1, I + 2, ... , n from Tf~l¢~. 
We have a one to one correspondence between the 
tableaus T(~l ¢~ and states I ~~). 
Not every tableau Tf~I¢~ of U(n) corresponds to a 
standard tableau of U(n), since the "betwee ness condi-
tions" (1. 33), 
mil+t ~ mil ~ mi+tl+t' 
where [u 1 ~I = [111 11 1112' ' 0 , lI1/1l are not necessarily satis-
fied for all I. However, if a tableau Tf~? ¢~ of U(n) con-
tains no identical state numbers in a column, the "be-
tweeness conditions" will always be satisfied and the 
resulting tableau of U (n) will correspond to a standard 
tableau Ti~~. 
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~--134 ~5, 
FIG. 6. Correspondence between standard tableaus of U(n) and 
Sp. The standard tableau of U(3) on the left corresponds to the 
standard tableaus of S5 on the right when the numbers I, 2, 3, 
4, 5 are replaced by the state numbers 1, 2, 2, 3, 3 respec-
tively. The first standard tableau of S5 is derived from the 
standard tableau of U (3) by replacing the state numbers (1), 
(2), and (3) by the numbers (I), (2,3), and (4,5) respectively 
in "book order." 
We have not yet shown that all standard tableaus T~~~ 
of U(n) for a given weight (~) correspond to some 
tableau Tf:l¢)., i. e., we have not yet shown that the 
projected bases I;U;) are complete. We need a way of 
replacing the numbers 1,2, ... , n in the standard tableau 
T~;~ of U(n) with the nonrepeated numbers 1,2, ... ,p 
to produce a standard tableau Tf~l of Sp such that T~:~ 
= Tf~i¢).. One such way is to simply replace the numbers 
i in T~:~ by the numbers Pi-1 + 1, Pi-1 + 2, ... ,PI in "book 
order" such that they increase to the right in the rows 
and down in the columns. Usually there are several dif-
ferent standard tableaus Tf:l of Sp which yield a given 
T~:~ of U(n) as shown in Fig. 6. It follows that the 
proj ected states 1 ;U;) corresponding to different standard 
tableaus T~:~ form a complete and independent set of 
canonical bases of U(n). The number of such independent 
bases will be f[ul as indicated previously. 
Since the invariant operators are Hermitian, eigen-
vectors belonging to different sets of eigenvalues are 
orthogonal. The eigenvalues of Kf' determine P, and 
the eigenvalues of K;I for r = 2,3, ... ,l upiquely deter-
mine the partition [U]:'. SO, if [U]~'*[U]:" for some 
1 = 1,2, ... ,n - 1, or correspondingly, if Tf~i¢). * T\;:) ¢)." 
then 
(;,:-ll~U;)=o. 
Similarly, eigenvectors belonging to the same set of 
eigenvalues must be equal within a normalization factor. 
So, if T f:l ¢). = Tf~}) ¢)." then 
I~~) = c 1;1';), 
and ~ = ~', where C is a constant. This result has been 
proven by Goddard using only the properties of the 
canonical IR's of Sp. 43 
Projected states with tableaus T\:~¢). having identi-
cal state numbers in a column are orthogonal to 
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projected states with standard tableaus and must there-
fore be null states. Again, this has been proven using 
only the properties of the canonical IR's of Sp. 44 As an 
example, we have 
1
1 2 4 ,/,1,/,2,/,3,/,4,/,5) _ 11 1 3) - 0 3 5 '1'1 '1'1 '1'1 '1'3 '1'3 - 1 3 -. 
Now if the IR [u] of U(n) had more than n rows, T ~:~¢). 
would have at least two state numbers in a column for 
any ~ and s. So I~~) = 0 for any Weyl basis of U(n) 
when [u] has more than n rows. 
Since the canonically projected nonnull states 1 ;~) 
form a basis If~i) under permutations (q) of Sp and a 
basis I~:~) under generators Eij of U(n), we write 
I [ul) - I [ul ) s r = (s)(r) • 
A canonically projected Weyl basis simultaneously 
forms a canonical basis of Sp and a canonical basis, or 
Gel'fand basis, of U(n). We shall show the Significance 
of the subspace of all such states 1 ~~l(r~ more clearly 
in Paper II. 
To normalize the canonical Weyl basis, we let 1 ~:~) 
= N}ul 1 \~~(r»' where (\~~ 1 ~:~) = 1. Then 
(Ns[ul)2(~~~(r) I ~:~(r» = (Ns[ul)2(¢).1 p;~l I ¢).) = 1. 
Finally, from (1. 8) we have 
N[ul=(p!/l[ul 2.:; D[ul[q])ll2 (3.25) 
S qES). ss , 
The canonical Weyl bases of U(n) are eigenvectors of 
the invariant operators of SU(n). So the canonical Weyl 
bases of U(n) are also canonical bases of SU(n). Thus 
if 1 \~;) = 1 \:;(r», we have that 1 ~~;(r» must also trans-
form like I\~)l) under SU(n), where 
(3.26) 
APPENDIX A45 
We wish to find the eigenvalues N:X~ul Il[ul where [u] 
= [u1 ~ 0 '0 urn] is a partition labeling the IR's of Sp and 




By partition we mean that the elements of [u] are mono-
tOnically decreasing integers such that 
We first find the [u] ir for all i where 
[U]ir=[U1 ~. "ui - r ••• urn]' 
(A2) 
(A3) 
If [u] ir is not a partition, it may be possible to trans-
form it into one using the following procedure. Let 
[R] = [m -1 m - 2" • 0] and find the permutation (qi) 
such that (q,)«(uLr + [R]) has monotonically decreasing 
elements. Then find the [u]:r for all i where 
[u] fr= (qi)([U] ir + [R]) - [R]. (A4) 
Note that [u] fr is not a partition if and only if ([u] ir 
+ [R]) contains repeated or negative elements. Also note 
that [uJ:r=[uLr if [U]ir is a partition. We shall need 
only the [u] fr which are partitions. 46 
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We may now find the eigenvalues of the r-cycle class 
operators by using the simple hook-length formula 
below, 
NPX(uJ/l(uJ -1. t E H([u ]) 
T T - r i:l (qi) H([u] ~T)' (A5) 
The sum in this equation is over all i such that [U]'iT is 
a partition. Also €(q.) is 1 or - 1 if the permutation (qi) 
• 1 
IS an even or odd number of bicycles respectively. 
H([u]) is the product of hook-lengths of partition [u] 
which has been presented in Fig. 1. 
As an example, we find the eigenvalue of K39 for IR 
[u]=[432] of S9' The [u],r and corresponding [u]:r are: 
[432]13 = [132], 
[432]23 = [402], 
[432]33=[43 -1], 
[432]13 == (12)[342] - [210] == [222], 
[432]23 = (23)[612] - [210] == [411], 
[432153=[64-1]-[210]=[43-1]. 
Using the partitions [432]{3 and [432]23 it is now a sim-
ple matter to evaluate the eigenvalue of Kl in terms of 
hook-lengths as shown below, 
6 5 3 1 6 5 3 1 
4 3 1 4 3 1 
~X(432J 1 2 1 2 1 
_3_3 __ =_ 
l (432 J 3 4 3 6 3 2 1 
3 2 2 
2 1 1 
=-15. 
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